PRAISE FOR

Retire in a Weekend!

“Bill Losey has mastered the art of providing sound financial insights in a humorous and easy-to-understand format. He makes the
idea of retirement appealing and hopeful regardless of your age.”
~ Lucho Crisalle, President,
Exercise & Nutrition Works, Inc.
“Finally! Someone has written the perfect book about life and money
for baby boomers. Bill Losey has created some of the most practical,
easy-to-follow strategies. His Safe-Money Benchmark Strategy™
not only makes perfect sense but it’s sure to put your worried mind
to rest.”
~ Debbie Phillips,
Co-Founder, GroupMV, LLC
“Investment fads come and go. This book offers sound, practical
advice that separates the myths from reality. A real gem for boomers
who truly want to start living their dreams.”
~ Steven R. McCarty,
Chairman, National Ethics Bureau, Inc.
“In its easy-to-read, light-on-jargon style, this humorous yet meaty
book will have its readers laughing all the way to the bank. Read Retire in a Weekend! and get your questions answered, your myths
debunked, and your vision of retirement achieved.”
~ Jennifer Kalita,
Columnist, Boomer Magazine,
The National Association of Baby Boomer Women,
Second50Years.com
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“Your ‘I can’t guarantee squat!’ mantra is AWESOME!  
This truth will set millions of baby boomer’s free!”
~ Leo J. Quinn Jr.,
author of How To Own Your Paycheck Again
“Bill Losey has broken from the pack of books on retirement with
this most readable, light hearted, but information-packed guide to
retirement investing. His humorous style mixed with hard data
gives the readers exactly what they need to feel good about their
retirement finances. This is the only retirement financial book you’ll
ever need.”
~ Richard P. Johnson, Ph.D.,
President, Retirement Options, Inc.
“Retire in a Weekend! is a must read for every baby boomer with
assets to protect. Bill Losey’s ‘1% Solution’ is a sound concept
whose time has come and all Americans should embrace”.
~ Kevin Johnson,
President, National Long-Term Care Brokers
“In the vast world of financial planners, Bill Losey is a breath of
fresh air. He understands that most of us are on entirely different
pages when it comes to retirement, and a one-size-fits-all approach
just doesn’t work. Retire in a Weekend! is the most refreshing,
informative, unusual book on retirement…ever!”
~ Lin Schreiber,
President, Revolutionize Retirement™
“The information Bill presents on investing, specifically how market efficiency and costs matter, was a real eye opener.  People could
enhance their investing performance and save thousands or tens of
thousands of dollars over their lifetime by implementing a portfolio
that combines actively and passively managed investments. Smart
move!”
~ Jeffrey M. Many, CPA
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“Baby boomers are quickly realizing that they must control their
lives and now their retirement. Bill makes a complex issue easy and
fun to understand and empowers you to take control of your own
retirement. This is a must read book for everyone.”
~ David Neagle,
President, Life is Now Inc. & author of The Art of Success
“I hate financial talk. But when I read Bill’s ‘Safe Money’ Benchmark
Strategy I felt this huge weight lift off of my shoulders. Brilliant and
simple. Enjoying a long and prosperous retirement never looked so
doable.”
~ Valerie Young,
Dreamer in Residence, ChangingCourse.com
“Bill reveals a proven system to help you fine-tune your portfolio and
bolster your nest egg so that you can easily and safely realize your retirement dream much sooner than much later. In fact, you may be able
to start living your retirement dream the day you complete reading this
book!”
~ Ernie J. Zelinski,
author of the international bestseller
How to Retire, Happy, Wild, and Free
“Every baby boomer should eat right, exercise and read Retire in
a Weekend! Bill Losey is just what the doctor ordered to improve
your wealth and happiness!”
~ Dr. Bryan Briddell,
President, Total Fitness Solution, LLC
“Bill’s commentary on how our relationships affect retirement
success or failure is a must read! Every baby boomer, woman and
couple needs Retire in a Weekend!”
~Dr. Cindy Brown,
Behavior Specialist & Author of The Cinderella System 7 Steps to Attracting the Man & Relationship of Your Dreams
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“Bill Losey’s book, Retire in a Weekend! is a rare find that expertly
integrates quality of life issues with outstanding financial advice.”
~ James Lange, CPA/JD,
author Retire Secure!
“Bill has explained complex financial issues in a clear, witty, and
very understandable manner. Retire in a Weekend! is a timely
book for we baby boomers known for our ‘alternative ways’ of approaching life!”
~Helen Harlow,
Executive Senior Sales Director, Mary Kay Cosmetics
“I’m amazed at the myth-busting humor Bill Losey brings to the -for some of us -- scary topic of retirement finances. There are many
books on the subject, but you should read Retire in a Weekend!
first. It calms fears and clears up bewilderment. All you may ever
need to know about money in later life is there.”
~ David Savageau,
author, Retirement Places Rated
“Bill Losey’s easy-to-read, fun, and thought-provoking book skillfully guides you through the maze of retirement options to help you
develop a focused plan in a single weekend – one that will propel
you forward to achieve your financial dreams and live your life with
freedom, passion and purpose.”
~Lauren E. Sullivan,
life coach and author of Give Wings to Your Dreams: Reawaken
Your Joy and Passion for Life
“Very readable and valuable information about the ‘moving target’ of
financial planning for retirement years. Bill’s frequently reinforced
notion that ‘I can’t guarantee squat!’ as an investment planner is
worth its weight in gold. Good stuff!”
~ Jeff Thredgold, CSP,
economic futurist and author of econAmerica, Why the American
Economy is Alive and Well...And What That Means to Your Wallet
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“This book is for the straight-shooters of the world – those that want
to know the REAL deal about their retirement. Bill trades in the
gobbledygook for simple strategies. YEA!!”
~ Vickie Sullivan,
President, Sullivan Speaker Services, Inc.
“As a leading edge baby boomer (60+), I found Bill’s book easy to
read and extremely relevant. Bill points out that he sometimes feels
like ‘a motivational speaker, pastor, and psychologist all at the same
time…’ He’s that and more. I would add – down to earth, straighttalking, with a great sense of humor. If you are a baby boomer and
have any concerns about your retirement, I highly recommend Retire in a Weekend!”
~ Tom Manfredi,
Author of the baby boomer fitness site
– www.fitness-after-50.com
“Bill shares a lightly written, upbeat guide for people considering
retirement. His presentation shares lots to consider without overwhelming the reader. It’s a quick read, written in lay terms that is
very hands-on and packed with informational gems.”
~ Dotsie Bregel,
Founder, National Association of
Baby Boomer Women, www.nabbw.com
“Regardless of your age, occupation, or income level, Retire in a
Weekend! is a must read if you’re looking to retire someday and
enjoy the fruits of your hard labor.”
~ Todd Durkin, MA, CSCS, NCTMB
Owner, Fitness Quest 10 & Todd Durkin Enterprises
2 Time Personal Trainer of the Year
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“For many folks, retirement planning is scary, unpredictable and
totally baffling. With clarity, passion and wit, Bill Losey brilliantly
demystifies how to create a retirement that’s just perfect for you.
Retire in a Weekend! is a definite must-read book that will help
you become the master of your destiny!”
~ Carolyn B. Ellis,
Author of The 7 Pitfalls of Single Parenting and
Founder of ThriveAfterDivorce.com
“Retire in a Weekend! is quick, easy and to the point…it gives life
to your thoughts and dreams. It’s a hole in one!”
~ Charles Davis,
Co-Host, The Golf Channel’s “Grey Goose 19th Hole”
“Are you ready to design and live the life that you desire? Retire
in a Weekend! provides a clear blueprint to get you the results you
want!”
~ Diana Long,
Founder & President, The Life Design Institute LLC
“Unlike most books on personal finance that are long, dry and
boring, Retire in a Weekend! is short, easy-to-understand, and
laced with humor. Bill Losey’s wit and wisdom about retirement
investing, creating an income for life, and happiness is priceless!”
~ Steve Nussbaum,
President, Nussbaum Long-Term Care
Planning & Insurance
“We don’t understand a word of this book, but our dad worked hard
on it all summer and mom says its real good despite his corny sense
of humor. Please buy Retire in a Weekend! so we can afford to go
to college someday.”
~ Tyler, Connor & Andrew Losey,
the author’s three sons

